Scheduling, the allocation of resources to tasks subject to constraints [Bak74] , is a common a.ctivity. Many computer programs have been and continue to be developed to perform scheduling. When several different schedulers exist within a single organization, a. question arises as to whether effort expended in developing one scheduler, for example dispatching trucks to warehouses, might be useful for a.nother, such as a.ssigning technicians to repair jobs. This paper concerns that question and proposes an affirmative solut,ion in the form of a software framework.
Scheduling -A Model Doinaiii for Knowledge Based Software
Scheduling, the allocation of resources to tasks subject to constraints [Bak74] , is a common a.ctivity. Many computer programs have been and continue to be developed to perform scheduling. When several different schedulers exist within a single organization, a. question arises as to whether effort expended in developing one scheduler, for example dispatching trucks to warehouses, might be useful for a.nother, such as a.ssigning technicians to repair jobs. This paper concerns that question and proposes an affirmative solut,ion in the form of a software framework.
What formulation of scheduling is suitable as the basis of a computer program? Operations Resea.rcli has studied scheduling problems extensively. Only special cases have efficient solutions. The genera.1 OR formulation for finding an 0ptima.l schedule is intractable in general, as it is well-known as an NPcomplete problem.
In practice, optimality may not be the most iinportant factor. It may be sufficient to produce a reasonable schedule relatively quickly. Of course, "reasona.ble" a.nd "rela.tively quickly" depend on the a.pplication. I<nowledge based scheduling methods have been proposed, 1a.rgely from the AI community, as a. wa.y of producing satisfactory schedules within reasonable times. Some well known attempts have been ISIS-2 [M.S84] and . Both of these schedulers a.re Job Shop schedulers, and do not perform other kinds of scheduling, for example for transportation problems.
Our resea.rch has been involved in developing a generic framework to encompass a. wide range of schedulers, which fxilitate the use of heuristic knowledge. We have implemented three specific schedulers within the fra.mework -for assigning mechanics to fix cars in a. repair shop (a.n instance of job shop scheduling), for delivering oil to a. number of clients (an insta.nce of transportation scheduling) and for producing an exa.mina.tion timetable (an instance of time tabling scheduling).
The next section of the paper describes our genera.] scheduling fra.mework to construct different schedulers, and introduces the concept of schedule clusters. Sections 3,4,5 discuss how to specify schedulers within a. cluster, express heuristic knowledge a.nd the actual process of schedule generation, respectively. For each of the three schedulers we experimented with different heuristics to compa.re performance, and the results a.ppea.r in Section 6.
We believe t1ia.t developing a generic software fra.mework is a. va.lua.ble approach for knowledge based software engineering. For scheduling, our experience suggests t1ia.t new scheduling applications can be developed in significa.nt.ly reduced time using the fra.mework. Furthermore, it is easy for developers to experiment with different heuristics. Other knowledge based a.reas such as planning and diagnosis could be a,ddressed with a.n ana.logous fra.mework. 
Design of a Geiieral Scheduling Frainework
The motivation for the design of our general scheduling framework is to provide a software environment where a user can enter domain specific knowledge and constraints and have a schedule generated, while a schedule developer can produce a scheduler. Figure 1 gives an overview of a generalized scheduling environment as we envisage. It contains three specific clusters: shop floor schedulers, transportation schedulers and time tabling schedulers. Actual schedulers developed are instances of these clusters. The tasks, resources, constraints and scheduling strategy of each scheduler are specified in the environment as are customized scheduling engines as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 implements the concepts presented in Figure 1 by showing the design of a front end of a windowing interface for getting scheduler specific information, and also gives the functional decomposition of schedule generation.
Schedule Cluster
The basic idea in developing generalized schedulers is to develop different schedule clusters. Each schedule cluster captures the knowledge to develop a set of related schedulers. The schedule cluster conta.ins the basic specifica.tion of tasks, resources, constraints, heuristics, cost functions, schedule specific parameters and schedule objectives of a class of schedulers. It also describes concepts unique to a class of schedulers: for example transportation schedulers need routing informa.tion during schedule developmeiit, and time tabling schedulers have a conflict matrix indicating conflicts between different sessions. Two scheduling instances e.g. ClassRoom and Emmination schedulers shown in Figure 1 belong to the time tabling cluster because the specifica.tion of tasks, resource and other components are similar between these inst,ances.
Once a pa.rticu1a.r schedule cluster has been developed, scheduler insta.nces are built easily by custamization. For emmple. the Oil Tanker scheduler or Truck Dispat,ch scheduler a.re instances of a transportation scheduler and a.re built by extensions and customizations done to the transportation schedule cluster.
Customizable Scheduling Engine
Specific schedules a.re genera,ted in two phases. The first phase ta.kes input from the user through a windowing interface and generates intermediate object code. The inputs consist of tasks, resources, constra.ints, heuristics, costas, schedule para.meters and t8he scheduling objective. The basic scheduling strategy is common to a.ll schedulers.
Our basic scheduling strategy for each schedule itemtion in genera.ting a, scliedule consists of choosing a task to be scheduled which is done by the task dispatcher, choosing a,ppropriate resources to be dlocated which is done by the resource allocator, allocation of resources to ta.sks followed by constraint propagation which determines the updated schedulable intervals for unscheduled ta.sks in the system. All these tasks are naoderated b y knowledge. Schedulable intervals of ea.ch ta.sk a,re intervals in the time line between which the task can be pla.ced on a. t,ime line; this informa.tion is ma.inta.ined for all schedulers developed, during ea.ch iteration. Task and resource selections are guided by selection heurist,ics. The scheduling stra.tegy is a generate and test strategy, where different schedules are genemted and the best schedule is finally chosen.
The core portmion of ea.ch scheduler can be functiona.lly decomposed a.s shown in Figure 2 . Each scheduling problem is decomposed into tasks, resources and constraints which are available to the scheduler in a.n object form. The schedule pre-analyzer checks the partial feasibility of a schedule. The core of the scheduler consists of a task dispatcher, resource alloca.tor and constraint propagator. Control of the scheduler is provided by the heuristics selector, which guides the schedule by determining the ta.sk selection and resource selection heuristics.
Task Dispatcher: This determines the order in which different tasks are dispatched in the system. Tasks are first ordered purely based on task dispatch heuristics. The task which is selected for dispa.tch sa.tisfies all temporal constraints.
Resource Allocator: The resource allocator allocates resources to a schedulable task. Since a. number of resource/task allocation combinations exist for each task, the resource allocator is guided by resource selection heuristics to determine resource selection for each task. The resource allocator also determines t,he sta.rt time of each task, as it depends both on the tempora.1 constraints on the task, and the periods of ava.ila.bility of the resource.
Constraiiit Propagator: Once a task is a.lloca.ted resources and has been placed along the time line, the constraint propagator propgates constra.ints in the system. The constraint propa.gator determines the next set of tasks which contend for dispatch, and the earliest start times are determined by the constraints in the system. Schedulable time interva.ls for a.11 tasks are also modified.
Heuristics Selector: The heuristics selector provides flow of control informa.tion t80 the Ta.sk Dispatcher and Resource Alloca.tor units. The heuristics selector can use a user-defined heuristic, or one from the set of standa.rd heuristics defined for each scheduling cluster in the system. Task dispa.tch ordering is determined by the task selection heuristic, while resource allocation is guided by using resource selection heuristics. Pre-defined task selection heuristics in shop floor schedulers associate dispa.tch weights with all the tasks which need to be scheduled. In the transportation schedulers tasks are sort,ed b a e d on one of the attributes of the task object. Resource ordering heuristics also order resources by one of t,lieir attributes and the task aad resource ordering is updated at the end of each schedule itera.tion.
Specifying Schedulers and Schedule
Clusters through a. windowing interface, and is transla.ted into an intermediate form which is used by the scheduling engine. The specification of different entities in each cluster is briefly presented now.
Task Specification
The task specification for a shop floor cluster consists of the job identifier, ta.sk identifier, earliest sta.rt time of the task, priority of the task, the schedulable time interval of the task, and other customizable fields which can be introduced for specific instances of shop floor problems. The task specification in the transportation cluster consists of the task identifier, delivery a.ddress, zona.1 information (a set of destinations which are proximal to each other are in the same zone), service sta.tion addresses of sta.tions which ca,n service the tasks, the least qua.ntity of material required, the ma.ximum quantity of material required, time window for delivery of irmteria.1, a.nd other customiza.ble fields.
Resource Specification
The resource specification for the shop floor cluster consists of the resource identifier, current load on the resource, skill level of opera.tors, resource ava.ilability interva.ls, and other customiza.ble fields. The resource specification of the transportation cluster consists of a. resource identifier, size of the resource (la,rge,inediuin,sniall), a.ctua.1 capa.city of the resource, loading constraints, number of deliveries already assigned and other customizable fields.
Constraints Specification
The c0nstraint.s expressible in any of the schedule clusters can be ca.tegorized into several constraints. Tempora.1 constra.ints rela.te the time point of a.ctivities in the schedule. The ca.1enda.r constra.ints rela.te a preference calendar with the time point of activities. Resource constra.int,s rela.te a. resource assignment with a. task. Ca,pacity const,raints rela.te the amount of a resource used by a. ta.sk with a resource a.ssignment. Preference constraint,s define preferences for alternatives in the schedule.
c o s t
Costs in the shop floor schedule cluster are incurred during t,he a.lloca.tion of a. resource to a task. Unit time cost of a.llocation for ea.ch resource a.re specified in the input to the system. Costs in the transportation schedulers include the ma.intena.nce of transporta.tion vessels a.nd traveling cost, on each route for each category of resource. Room Assignments to sessions ha.ve specific costs in the ca.se of time tabling schedulers.
There is a 1angua.ge for expressing ea.ch of the schedule clusters. The input to aay scheduler is obtained
Objective
Some of the objectives for the shop floor schedulers are to minimize flow time in the system, minimize tardiness of schedule, or to minimize the cost of resource allocation. One objective for the transportation scheduler is minimizing total cost of delivery. One of the important objectives for the time tabling schedulers is to minimize the number of session conflicts, another one could be to minimize total cost of allocation of rooms to sessions.
Expressing Schedule Heuristic Knowledge
The task dispatcher and resource allocator shown in Figure 2 are guided by schedule heuristics. The schedule heuristics determine the next task to be scheduled, as well as the resource to be allocated to it. Each of the clusters have domain specific heuristics, and users can also define heuristics, expressed in a simple language. Some of the common task heuristics for any of the clusters dispatch the task which is the most "hard" (most constrained) first, like in the context of time tabling schedulers a session with maximum number of conflicts, or in the context of shop floor schedulers the task to which the least number of resources can be allocated.
Some of the common resource heuristics are -allocating the most constrained resource first, i.e. for a time tabling scheduler choosing the most constrained room first, or in the case of shop floor scheduling allocating the bottleneck resources first. Other resource allocation heuristics tend to allocate the resource witch maximum remaining capacity first, or a resource which can complete the current task in the earliest possible time.
Research related to ours is that of Eskey and Zweben [EZ90] , and that of Fox and Bakyan [FSBSS] . Fox and Baykan describe techniques for generating goodness measures based on different search techniques and at different levels of problem constraint relaxation. Eskey and Zweben's work also deals with use of search control rules, although it concentrates more on learning plausible search control rules.
Pre-Defined Heuristics
Certain heuristics are pre-defined in the system for both order of task selection and resource a.lloca. 
User-Defined Heuristics
The user can also define the order in which tasks should be dispatched and resources allocated to them. The primary operations in user-defined heuristics are select and sort operations, and also conjunctions of select and sort operations. The select operations allow the user to select task/resource objects having specific attribute values, while the sort operation allows the user to arrange the object,s based on attribute values. Aggregate operators like naax, i i z m are also provided. Sort sorts the input according to a specified primary and an optional secondary key.
We feel that by providing a mechanism for customizing the control of the scheduler, a flexible scheduler has been developed.
Step2.
Schedule Generation
Resource Selection:
In this section we flesh out the schedule generation described in Figure 2 . The Pre-Processor/PreAnalyzer analyses the basic input data for inconsistencies, for example in the case of the car shop scheduler the pre-analyzer does a partial feasibility check by verifying if there are sufficient resource hours available compared to the hours required by input tasks. The pre-processor tailors input data in the object form to be used by the scheduler, it a.lso constructs other useful structures from the input data -like the conflict matrix for time tabling schedulers.
The algorithm presented in Figure 3 gives the essence of the schedulers developed under the generalized scheduler framework, it assumes that the preanalysis/pre-processing is already done on the input data. The actual implementations of the algorithm are customized for specific schedulers with minor variations as mentioned in Figure 1 . "routing" is an example of a problem specific calculation performed in Step 5 in a transportation scheduler. Task and resource selection are done based on the current task/resource selection heuristics. Only those tasks which satisfy all current constraints are dispatched in Step 1, resource constraints are checked at Step 2.
Step 3 updates resource capacities, resource availability and the current tasklist based on the task/resource pair selected. Propagation of constraints takes place in Step 4, and the schedulable intervals of all other tasks are modified depending on the time interval during which the current task was scheduled. The best schedule in a fixed number of iterations is reported to the user.
Results
The generic scheduler framework has been implemented in Quintus Prolog. The shop floor cluster along with the car shop scheduling instance is described in [VF92] , while details of an insta.nce of the transportation scheduler are presented in [SS92] . Work on the time tabling cluster is also complete. Prolog is an excellent choice for an implementation language because it provides a nice way for writing grammar rules, and also facilitates the writing of "generate and test" programs[SS86], where alternative solutions are generated by backtracking. Stepl.
Step3. S t e p 5.
Step 6 . 1 ~o n s t r a i n t Propagation: I V Tasks T, such that conflicts(T,,T,) remove interval (ST,,ET,) from T, Schedulablelnterval.
Modify EST, and hence also T,.SchedulableInterval of all tasks T, which needing modification.
Goto
Step 1. It has certainly been true that the first author can rapidly prototype a scheduler in a new domain. Furthermore, we believe that the framework is a useful demonstration of how to incorporate heuristic knowledge into a scheduler. It seems clear that heuristic knowledge is needed for scheduling, and knowledge engineers are helped by having a structure where knowledge can be placed. The framework provides a useful, intuitive abstraction of scheduling as: choose task, choose resource/s, allocate, and lastly propagate const rain ts .
Calculations/Postprocessing:
Finally, we believe that our experience points the way to incorporating knowledge in other softwareour understanding of the conference title of Knowledge Based Software Engineering. Build a useful general framework that abstracts the problem and provide intuitive hooks for incorporating knowledge. Similar, albeit simpler, frameworks are provided for sea.rch and game playing in [SSSS] . We can envisage comparable ones for planning and diagnosis.
[VF92]
